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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

While the initial hysteria over COVID-19, what C.J. Hopkins refers to as the Covidian cult — or the

magic spell that fell over the majority of populations throughout the world during the initial phases

of the pandemic — is largely over, the next phase — the new normal project — is ramping up.

I recently spoke with Hopkins, an award-winning American playwright, novelist and political satirist

based in Berlin, about the changes that have occurred since we last talked about a year ago.

Hopkins’ new book, “The Rise of the New Normal Reich,” is a history book of sorts, which compiles

his essays over the last two years, allowing a clear picture of the pathologized totalitarianism that

is subtly taking over society.

During the early phases of the pandemic, Hopkins’ work was heavily censored by YouTube and

Facebook, which went so far as to even suspend or restrict the accounts of people who tried to

share Hopkins’ posts.  “The shock and awe phase that we went through in '20 and '21 is over,”

Hopkins said. “You can't sustain shock and awe like that forever. What we're experiencing now is

really the normalization of the pathologization of society.”

Moving Toward the Pathologization of Society

In “The Rise of the New Normal Reich,” Hopkins details how related measures of totalitarian control

are being normalized around the world. Depending on where you live, you may or may not be

experiencing these things Yrsthand.

“If you're aware of how people are behaving in different countries or in different states in the U.S.,

what have you, there are many places where it is becoming just completely normal to walk around

with a medical-looking mask on, and people don't think twice about segregating and banning

people and imposing vaccine mandates and what have you. All of these measures that were rolled

out during the shock and awe phase are just subtly becoming a part of daily life,” he explains.

“We're being conditioned to walk around in our lives, terriYed of some pathogen that is going to

come and attack us, or some health threat. It's really, it's a wholesale revision of reality, and it's

frightening.”  The global-capitalist ruling establishment, which Hopkins refers to as GloboCap, is

using fear as a strategy for control over the population.

Two-Thirds of the Population Will Obey

Hopkins refers to the now infamous Milgram experiments in the introduction of his book. In 1962,

Yale University psychologist Stanley Milgram tested the limits of human obedience to authority. The

study administrator instructed the study subjects — the “teachers” — to give electric shocks to a

student.

The subjects were clearly uncomfortable with the task at times, but most still continued, showing

that people may carry out heinous acts when ordered to do so by authorities because they feel less

responsible for the behavior in this capacity.

Ultimately, 65% of the subjects continued through the study and administered the maximum voltage

level, even though they knew it was wrong, Hopkins says. He believes that this is an accurate

picture of the portion of society that will obey what they’re told by authorities no matter what:

“The reason that I brought it up in the introduction is I think that percentage pretty much

holds true.

I think if you go back and look at totalitarian movements of the past, if you look at our

experience over the last two years, I think when a society, or a conglomeration of societies,

decides to go totalitarian, and the powers that be use all of their ... weapons to transform

that society into a totalitarian system or a quasi-totalitarian system, this reaction is

predictable.

You're always going to get somewhere around two-thirds of that society. They're going to

click heels, and they're going to follow orders ... It's primarily out of fear. People don't want

to be punished ... I don't think it's possible, necessarily, to change that percentage. What I'm

concentrated on is trying to activate the other 35% of us. I think that has been successful to

a certain degree.

I think more and more of us, and when I say us, I mean the 35% who are not clicking heels

and following orders, more and more of us are feeling like we have permission to speak

out, like we have permission to resist, permission to push back. I think if that 35% of us is

active, that, OK, maybe we can't stop the forward momentum of the new normal altogether,

but we can certainly throw a monkey wrench into it and derail it and change it signiIcantly.”

How GloboCap Exerts Their Subtle Control

When the Soviet Union collapsed in the early 1990s, it gave rise to global capitalism. “This is when

the last real ideological adversary to global capitalism disappeared, right? Since then, we have been

living in a single ideology world,” Hopkins explains. “It doesn't matter what country you live in or

where you are, we have one single ideology that dominates the entire planet, and it's global

capitalism.”

Since this time, GloboCap has been engaging in “clear and hold,” a military term that basically

means surveying a territory and wiping out any remaining pockets of resistance so you can

maintain control. Hopkins notes that for the last three decades, GloboCap has been focused on

establishing ideological uniformity by eliminating resistance.

“It doesn't really matter what the nature of those pockets of resistance is, whether it's Islamic

fundamentalism, whether it's Christian fundamentalism, or traditional values,”  the goal is to get rid

of resistance and tighten control on society:

“In 2016, GloboCap ... recognized that what they had was a populist pushback going on ...

This is what led to Trump. This is what led to Brexit and what have you. Prior to that, we

had the War on Terror. They were Ighting that ... If you go back and look at the history from

2016 right up until COVID began, what you see is GloboCap responding to this populist

backlash and wiping out this type of resistance ...

I don't think it's any mistake that the new normal sprang directly out of what I called the war

on populism, which was basically the Trump years. I don't think that's an accident at all.”

In the past, totalitarian regimes used drastic and obvious shows of control, putting people into

concentration camps. Today’s ruling establishment is far more subtle in its tactics, but possibly

even more dangerous:

“I don't think they can put us in camps ... they don't have to. If you look at what's happening

to the economy, if you look at what's happening to our ability to travel, to our ability to

communicate, I mean, the censorship that is going on, I think the technologies that are

being deployed in the service of this new form of totalitarianism are much more subtle and,

in many ways, much more effective.

I've made the point, online, I made the point in the book again, I don't think global

capitalism can go openly totalitarianism in the same way that systems in the 20th century

did. I think it's suicidal for global capitalism. It needs to maintain the simulation of freedom,

the simulation of democracy, and so the technologies that are being deployed are much

more subtle.”

While people may not end up in prison-like camps, the end-game may be no less restrictive.

Technologies like vaccine passports and the upcoming central bank digital currency (CBDC), for

instance, could easily lead to tight control over your Ynances, limiting your ability to purchase food

or pay rent if your access to your funds is turned off.

The Foundation of Dissent Is Being Erased

GloboCap is using an insidious tactic that strays from the ideological and political motives of the

past. “It's totalitarianism masked by this pathologized narrative,” Hopkins explains, such that

followers believe they must go along for the sake of public health:

“Why have I been so confrontational for the last two years? It's in large part because I want

to pop this ... bubble that people are living in and say, ‘Oh, yes. I'm just doing this to protect

the public health.

I'm just trying to follow the science and what have you.’ It's like, ‘No, you're part of a

totalitarian movement, and you are enforcing oZcial ideology, which you adopted in the

spring of 2020, and you would have thought was completely insane six months earlier.

Now, you believe it as if it's the word of God and you want to enforce it on everybody.’"

Using clever tactics like censorship and attacks on people’s reputations and credibility, those in

control are moving toward taking away something that’s essential in a free society — dissent:

“Global capitalism, and increasingly the new normal, claims reality. Yeah, it claims reality. It

cannot broadcast an ideology. It's, in a sense, post-ideological, right? Global capitalism, the

new normal, it doesn't come out and say, ‘Here's our ideology, and we want to ram it down

your throat,’ all right? It says, ‘No, we have no ideology, all right? We're just basing

everything on science and facts, and the way things are.

Therefore, anyone who disagrees with us is not a political adversary. They're a crazy

person, so it's not that we don't want you to listen to our political adversaries. It's we're

trying to warn you about these crazy people, who are talking nonsense, which isn't fact.’

This is much more insidious and much more important than, I think, people realize. What's

happening is the very foundation of dissent, the very ability of people to oppose the

dominant ideology, is being erased, is being erased, and dissidents are being assigned to

the category of abnormal or crazy people, right? This is how this system is dealing with

dissidents, and it's incredibly insidious.”

You can read more about Hopkins’ perspectives on the coming new normal in his book, “The Rise of

the New Normal Reich.” Volumes I and II of his Consent Factory Essays are also published by

Consent Factory Publishing, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Amalgamated Content, Inc. He can be

reached at cjhopkins.com or consentfactory.org.

Helping You Take Control of Your Health for 25 Years

Beginning August 8, I am happy to announce that Mercola.com will be celebrating its 25th year of

providing you with the latest news and discoveries in the Yeld of natural health. What started as a

platform where I can share my views and recommendations has grown into the No. 1-ranked

Natural Health website in almost two decades — a feat not possible without your support.

During this historic week, I’ll be sharing some unique and insightful articles that will showcase

different aspects of my life. I’ll also be releasing a documentary that chronicles my day in the

Mercola ogce, plus a special video on how to take back control of your health freedom. There are

some fun surprises along the way so this is one week you won’t want to miss. Click below to learn

more!

Once again, I want to thank you, dear readers, for your support through these 25 years in this

continuing journey to take control of your health.
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GloboCap had its tyrannical base when it implanted the miraculous "vaccines". The Covidian cultists actually believed that "vaccines"

would protect them from infection. And now those vaccinated have destroyed their immune systems and are seeing a future where

they will have to undergo "shots" and "boosters" every three to four months to maintain their "certiYcates of compliance." There are

millions of people who have been complying, not because they are delusional fans of the Biden and Anthony Fauci mandates, but

simply out of fear, misinformation, herd instinct, or cowardice.

GloboCap and its stooges in government are not going to cancel the entire "New Normal" program, which the last two years never

happened, and retreat to their luxurious mansions and mega yachts. CJ Hopkins in this report refers to New Normalize Europe”:

Pathologized Totalitarianism. GloboCap is about to remake society into a smiling, happy totalitarian pathologized dystopia where they

can order experimental gene "therapies" and any of the other more basic aspects of life.

This reconstruction of society is violent. We have to face it and act accordingly. Those of us who Yght for our rights and oppose this

pathologized totalitarianism are all too familiar with the reality of its violence and the hatred it has fomented in the masses of the New

Normal. We feel it when our government threatens us, when we are criticized and demonized by the media, doctors, celebrities,

random strangers, and our colleagues, friends, and family.
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“The essence of totalitarianism — regardless of which costumes and ideology it wears — is a desire to completely control

society, every aspect of society, every individual behavior and thought. Every totalitarian system, whether an entire nation, a tiny

cult, or any other form of social body, evolves toward this unachievable goal the total ideology transformation and control of

every single element of society This fanatical pursuit of total control, absolute ideological uniformity , and the elimination of all

dissent, is what makes totalitarianism totalitarianism.” “Whereas 20th-Century totalitarianism was more or less national and

overtly political, New Normal totalitarianism is supranational, and its ideology is much more subtle.

The New Normal is not Nazism or Stalinism. It's global-capitalist totalitarianism, and global capitalism doesn't have an ideology,

technically, or, rather, its ideology is 'reality'." In The Covidian Cult (Part III), I noted: “In order to oppose this new form of

totalitarianism, we need to understand how it both resembles and differs from earlier totalitarian systems. The similarities are

fairly obvious — i.e., the suspension of constitutional rights, governments ruling by decree, ogcial propaganda, public loyalty

rituals, the outlawing of political opposition, censorship, social segregation, goon squads terrorizing the public, and so on — but

the differences are not as obvious. www.globalresearch.ca/new-normalize-europe-pathologized-totalitarianis..
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"There are millions of people who have been complying, not because they are delusional fans of the Biden and Anthony Fauci

mandates, but simply out of fear, misinformation, herd instinct, or cowardice." Many also, I am afraid to say, because they are

forced to do so by the dictum "NO JAB NO JOB".
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Gui, it is the Tyrant's downfall. The attempt to totally control of everything. At some point the effort for total control to maintain

all, causes the very destruction of all it is stated to protect. The cost to pursue ends up eating itself. The War on Drugs, the War

on Covid, the War on you Yll in the blank. It all diverts resources away from any root causes of what may or may not have been a

problem. It diverts resources away from maintaining the means to sustain whatever it was to supposedly be protected.
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Those who refused the jab are starting to look pretty smart. Remember when Biden said we all needed to be vaxed to prevent

the spread of covid? How did that work out for him after his 4 shots? Then, there is the pope telling Catholics--and anyone else

who will listen--they have a moral obligation to get vaccinated--and selling commemorative vaxine coins like the 20 shekels of

silver betrayal. You can take what govt tells you and spin it 180-degrees to know the truth. There were too many inconsistencies

in what we were told to not be suspicious from the beginning, esp. for those of us who Ygured we would observe outcomes for

a bit for a disease thaty offered immunity and very little risk.

The adverse effects and ineffectiveness of the vaxine are becoming too well-documented to ignore. Drip, drip, drip, the truth

continues to leak out until it is now more like a pipe bursting. There is now a oood of information. A person would need blinders

to ignore so much. Every time I head to town, no matter the hour of the day, I constantly encounter ambulances. It never used to

be like this. I used to taunt people and ask them whether they would willingly line up for a 4th or 5th jab and what would they do

when just as many more vaxines were required for each new engineered disease (monkeypox).

They told me it would never happen, that I was exaggerating. Well, here we are just a year or 2 later with everything I predicted

coming true. I was just listening to a talk show on the radio where the host admitted to 4 shots and said "no more". The positive

outcome is that many more people no longer trust any of the alphabet agencies of govt--NIH, CDC, FDA, CIA, FBI... More and

more people are taking various steps towards self-reliance, understanding that there is an agenda that does not serve their best

interest.
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The Rise of the New Normal Reich
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola & Fact Checked

I recently interviewed C.J. Hopkins, an award-winning American playwright, novelist and political satirist based in Berlin, about his new book, “The

Rise of the New Normal Reich”

'

While the initial hysteria over COVID-19, what Hopkins refers to as the Covidian cult, is largely over, the next phase — the new normal project — is

ramping up

'

Measures of totalitarian control and the normalization of the pathologization of society, including wearing masks and segregating people based on

injection status, are being normalized around the world

'

When the Soviet Union collapsed in the early 1990s, it gave rise to global capitalism; since this time, GloboCap has been engaging in “clear and hold,”

a military term that refers to surveying a territory and wiping out any remaining pockets of resistance so you can maintain control

'

In the past, totalitarian regimes used drastic and obvious shows of control, putting people into concentration camps; today’s ruling establishment is

far more subtle in its tactics, but possibly even more dangerous, using tools like censorship and attacks on credibility to wipe out dissent

'
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Yes, Almond, and some here are starting to question what is up with all these people just dropping dead, on camera, top

athletes in the pink, in car crashes? Common denominator? Jab/s.
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Yes, Maria, Just and Almond, more and more people do not trust "vaccines". The propaganda and misinformation has come to

an end. Vaccine boosters, loss of immunity, and serious health consequences are convincing evidence Fauci's ou only has one

treatment prevention, immunity, and the primary treatments reported by Dr. Mercola and the scientists who they are saying the

true. Even the US Government Accountability Ogce has released a new report titled "HHS Agencies Need to Develop

Procedures and Train Staff to Report and Address Political Interference." From October 2020 to April 2022, the GAO found that

scientiYc integrity was compromised in the very agencies that were designated to keep Americans safe.

The government audit found that the CDC, FDA and NIH do not adequately train and equip their staff to identify and report

political pressure within the agencies. The government audit found that the CDC, FDA, and NIH bowed to political pressure

during the Covid-19 scandal, coming up with policies that were inconsistent, not based on scientiYc data, and often violated the

law. The audit found that scientiYc evidence and data were manipulated to make policies that were not based on established

scientiYc methods or processes.

These agencies routinely suppressed Yndings, manipulated science, and altered guidance to push an agenda. American

institutions are compromised, twist data to drive oppression, segregation, and deadly protocol At the CDC, FDA, and NIH,

scientiYc evidence and data have never been shared transparently with the public. Government agencies quickly became

hysterical despots of fear and control, releasing propaganda aimed at terrorizing and oppressing the population. The data was

directly inouenced by political forces both inside and outside the agencies. The resulting public health guidance caused great

harm throughout society.
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These agencies covered up the problems with PCR testing early on and lied about asymptomatic spread. There was never a

scientiYc justiYcation for keeping people locked up in their homes, masked, or limiting interactions between healthy people.

Policies emanating from these agencies routinely violated natural and constitutional law, threatening personal religious beliefs

and the autonomy rights of the individual body. www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/whistleblower-cdc-fda-altered-covid-guidanc..

 (2022)
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JustSteve, I will also be equally curious how many people come down with Monkey Pox who got the clot shot as opposed to

who have not. Although I am also hearing that if those who get the Monkey Pox Vax, if they actually get the small Pox one that

is more readily available, the recently Pox jabbed are contagious for up to a month from it. The next several months will be

interesting for sure.
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Yes, Mary, there is one aspect of this monkeypox outbreak that most still do not recognize: the fact that 96% of LGBT people

have received covid vaccines. This means that almost all gay men currently suffering from monkeypox are also "vaccinated" or,

technically, injected with experimental concoctions of gene-altering mRNA. Those vaccines, in turn, are well documented to

suppress immune function. Over a period of several months, especially when reinforced with additional "boosters," a person's

immune system deteriorates to such an extent that it can no longer protect itself from the variety of chemical, biological, and

environmental insults that threaten the body.

This is what is leading many people to suffer from, for example, explosive cases of eczema that were previously controlled

before the vaccine even heterosexual and monogamous people can be overwhelmed by posturing, allergic reactions, muscle

aches, neurological inoammation, and other serious problems simply from being routinely exposed to environmental toxins, all

due to vaccine hypersensitization or collapse of the immune system. system.

www.brighteon.com/0dd64396-3794-4661-9977-3b1304eb6c01
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juststeve. The common denominator will be explained as "Coincidence" so the word itself should be listed as a side effect. What

should have been concluded as a red oag is every and I mean every commercial on TV by local/state health departments says

to get the vaccine to protect yourself and others. There are no side effects listed whatsoever including pain at the injection site.

The drug companies are exploiting a little not so well known criteria from the FDA that if the company or brand name is not

mentioned neither do the side effects have to be listed. Every drug on TV other than the vaccine must list side effects and the

list is long. All other vaccines like Prevnar or Shingrix which are brand names must list the side effects. Why don't people realize

this? No side effects listed so it must be as good as Manna from heaven.
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Maybe the prescription black box should list if you think you have had any negative side effects it is all just a coincidence.
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juststeve- Main street media will continue to promote that any side effect you get from the jab as merely a "Coincidence" Any

proof of vaccine side effect will be quickly squelched as preexisting conditions or some sort of undiagnosed malady and will

tossed aside as misinformation. Black Box is a good idea but there have to be side effects and considering there are none with

the Covid vaccine according to public announcements nothing will be done. Your Black Box idea gave me an idea. What if the

vaccine side effects in many cases are due to the interaction of other medications people take for comorbidities? There are

many drugs that should not be taken together like different anti-psychotics that have a black box warning. One of my tenants

had been given two different anti depressants and then tried to commit suicide. They found her in the nick of time.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Drip, drip, drip, trickle, trickle, trickle, squirt, squirt, squirt, are the cracks getting longer, wider, deeper? The Hill, parents refuse covid

shots for tots, MSM narrative shattered www.youtube.com/watch  Rand Paul - Fauci is a LIAR -www.youtube.com/watch
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Just. Also: PEDIATRICIANS, INTERNATIONALLY, PLEASE CALL FOR AN IMMEDIATE HALT TO THE GLOBAL CAMPAIGN TO

VACCINATE CHILDREN AGAINST COVID. Because of the science-based concerns explained in a series of three Open Letters to

Parents and Pediatricians (see links below), we urgently ask pediatricians around the world to call for an immediate halt to the

global campaign to vaccinate children against COVID. www.globalresearch.ca/pediatricians-internationally-please-call-immedi..

 (2022)
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MariaTG
Joined On 3/20/2015 3:16:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here in Germany, we like to compare the present time to the Third Reich. But the censor already remarked:

i.postimg.cc/jj1Z0fJq/enough-with-the-hitler-memes-they-make-me-fhreri..  
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cat86887
Joined On 11/9/2017 5:28:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just yesterday I saw a woman driving alone in her car, windows up, wearing a mask!?!?!? I cannot fathom how anyone can voluntarily

subject themself to such discomfort - let alone such harm to their own health.  Not an isolated incident, of course - many people still

wear masks both indoors and outside - but alone in a car?!?!? The covidian cult is truly frightening.
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mammywitch
Joined On 11/19/2010 8:00:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Was she wearing the "Purple Tennis Shoes"?
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kentsalus
Joined On 2/13/2021 6:47:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mostly everything is a psyop
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Charly ali
Joined On 12/13/2007 12:12:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The campaign of "shock and Awe" that has emanated, from screens across the world, has seemed to leave it's followers in that very

state. Yet, there are signs that people are just worn out from it. I think that is the Yrst stage of withdrawal, from their psychological

addiction to being ordered about.
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Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

""Hopkins says..."You're always going to get somewhere around two-thirds of that society...they're going to follow orders...I don't think

it's possible to change that percentage. What I'm concentrated on is trying to activate the other 35% of us. I think if that 35% is

active...we can throw a monkey wrench into it.."""  However, that other 35% is already active. Hopkins if oat-out wrong and misleading

on this. The reality is that we need to concentrate on THE MIDDLE GROUP!!!! That creates the tipping point. It goes like this: there are

three groups: some totally see through the plandemic narrative and speak and act out against it, some only sort of see through the

plandemic narrative but through cowardice and mainstream inouences they do not speak and act out against it, while others do not

see through the plandemic narrative at all and actually speak and act for it.  The middle group is where the concentration should be so

they may become active.
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Mary990
Joined On 6/8/2022 7:21:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Several times I would be out in Public. While some gave me an entirely disgusted look, others would take off their mask when

they noticed I wasn't wearing mine. It really goes both ways, but it's also how you Ygure out how a person really feels about it all.
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Battersea
Joined On 11/1/2013 4:20:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

C.J. Hopkins strikes me as an aging Leftist with a 3rd rate intellect. He is a ouent & proliYc writer (as a playwrite /novelist should be)

but he provides no evidence, background, qualiYcation nor expertise for his theories. There are so many unaddressed anomalies &

distortions that I almost wonder if he is an intentional Op or shill. According to C.J. "global capitalism" -- an undeYned term he wields

sloppily in tactical narrative fashion -- bestrides the world as a hegemonic, unipolar dominatrix that emerged suddenly with the

collapse of the Soviet Union.

Oh really? And what of the 1.4 Billion citizens of the PRC led by the CCP as it has been since 1949. It is deeply disappointing to see

Catherine Austin Fitts & RFK Jr.-- both of whom I respect enormously -- offering testimonial blurbs for his book. But if the past 2 1/2

years have taught us anything it is to NOT outsource our own thoughts & judgement to other people, no matter their credentials or high

proYle.

Hopkins reads creepily like a shill providing rhetorical cover for deep-pocketed interests, or merely a narcissist drinking his own

koolaid. In the grossly over-simpliYed theoretical construct of C.J.'s invention the Grampscian Long March Through the Institutions,

the cultural marxism which has infected virtually every institution of cultural transmission in the Western world, has simply

disappeared without explanation & without a trace. And what are we to make of Critical Race Theory, DEI, ESG?

These timeworn tactics of the Hegelian radical revolutionary marxists are suddenly morphed into capitalist strategies? By what

mechanism and by what observable historical process? I'd like to see names and dates. Many courageous & discerning men & women

of great intellect & subtlety have paid a price for speaking out over the past few years. But Hopkins' baseless sophistry reminds me of

nothing so much as Noah Yuval Harari's equally ouid but unrigorous & oabby 3rd rate intellectual over-reach.
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another good article. I fell for it to some extent to begin with. There is a real COVID But I was willing to social distance and stay home

for some time. But I will never comply again. Because it's not about public health but totalitarianism to some government leaders. So

never again.
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Jodee
Joined On 4/12/2008 7:28:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui, thanks for the stats on LGBT vax rates. That adds more evidence for a theory I've been entertaining for a while. Interestingly,

incidences of shingles are at a steep up-tick since the vax campaign for boosters has ramped up. So called "monkeypox"

coincidentally looks pretty much exactly like a shingles outbreak. What a genius way to cover up a side-effect! "Let's just say that it's a

new infection. And since the LGBT community is the most vaxxed, (which we won't talk about,) they must be the ones spreading

"monkeypox". This all sounds eerily like the AIDS narrative. And what do you know, Fauci is pushing a drug that he owns interest

in....AGAIN!
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Jodee
Joined On 4/12/2008 7:28:27 PM
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I object to the use of the term "Capitalism" when what it really is is Fascism. Capitalism is just another word that's been co-opted to

mean the opposite of what it is, just like liberalism. So called "liberals" are anything but liberal. They're tyrants. Let's please call things

what they really are. Going along with the corrupted deYnitions is collaboration with the "New Normal".
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“According to the Kaiser Family Foundation, nearly 228 million, or roughly 70%, of Americans were unvaccinated, hadn’t completed

their primary vaccine series, or hadn’t gotten their Yrst booster dose as of July 21st, 2022. The uptake is particularly low for booster

shots. All Americans age 5 and older are eligible for a booster Yve months after Ynishing their primary vaccine series, but only 48.4%

of those eligible people have actually gotten boosted, according to Centers for Disease Control and Prevention data. Among adults 50

and over who are eligible for a second booster shot, only 30.9% have gotten it, the data said.” BREAKING Announcement From TYRANT

FAUCI- "You're Going To Get In..." (americasfreedomYghters.com)

americasfreedomYghters.com/tyrant-fauci/?utm_source=BS-Mailer-AFF&..  This has not gone over well with the majority of the

American people.

Those tyrant wanna-bes would have you believe that if you are holding out, skeptical or refusing that you are in the minority. This is not

the case. It appears that even those who were originally vaxed may now have buyer’s remorse and want nothing more to do with being

jabbed. Numbers keep falling. Some people who oppose the shots only got them because of mandates—a requirement to register for

school or a job.
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM
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Irony. I'm opposed to the evil of misleading people into creating and voting for their own demise and creating a culture of rejection of

our Creator's design of our immune systems and ridicule of our responsibilities of healthy living including particularly nutrition with

rejection of harmful chemicals and the unhealthy processed so called "foods." I tell my friends and this Yne group of unusually aware

people: "If you can't outvote them, then prepare to outlive them because they have voted for their own demise!" Ironically, those dying

off Yrst solve the problems created by their votes (though already having the system set up for them to continue voting after their

death), but don't count on prevailing by being the aware majority made possible by that because by then the elitists will intend to rule

by mechanisms of control that they are creating including force. Prepare for challenges of The Great Collapse. Prepare to enter the

harsh times to come with the best health you can achieve as you will most certainly need that advantage.

RonaldHLevine4548@yahoo.com
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Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM
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The Milgram experiments took place in a highly egcient lab setting. The environment is the factor. The Great reset, totalitarianism,

scientism, etc... represent highly egcient environments.
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Peternak
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I've been looking into the lack of proof regarding pathenogenic virus identiYcation techniques along with the validity of the "germ

theory" (exactly what it is, a theory) as opposed to the "terrain theory" and the former makes much more sense to me. Michael Yeadon

has recently admitted that he no longer believes that there is such a thing as a respiratory virus after conferring with Drs. Cowan and

Kaufman. odysee.com/@DrAndrewKaufman:f/Dr_Mike_Yeadon_Concludes_There_Are_No_Re.. (3):f Maybe I've missed the Mercola

interview with Cowan, Kaufman or Drs.

Sam & Mark Bailey? If I haven't then it would be helpful to have them explain their positions to Dr. Joe. If the magic virus identiYcation

method is adequately exposed as the fraud it is, this fear-porn will have little to no effect on the majority and direct people's attention

towards the main tennet of Mercola's mission of taking control of our health by natural methods. IMHO 24/7 fear is just as toxic as any

pesticide or heavy metal poisoning. Dr. Mercola was (and maybe still is) a member of the American Academy of Environmental

Medicine which examined how multiple environmental exposures, including internal stress, impacts the homeostasis of human health.

Jon Rappoport also stresses that disease is not just one thing. Conversely, the germ theory (one pathogen, one disease, one cure) has

always been a convenient paradigm to market pharma drugs and never-ending vaccines. And now it's being used to terrorize the

population - sort of a 1984 type of Goldstein character (the "invisible virus" is here, it's there, it's everywhere!!!) to induce fear so that

our compromised governments can implement total control over its subjects.
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That video link doesn't work. Is Odysee going the way of Youtube or did someone delete it on purpose?
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Mary990
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I am truly fascinating to hear all of this. Currently, I believe there to be truth to both, although I side more with terrain than the

germ.  They are clearly doing something because unvaxxed people do get sick and there was a time before vaccination ever

existed where disease existed as well. I think they are putting graphene oxide or something in things that majority populations

are exposed to, forcing our bodies to reject and attempt to cleanse from whatever it may be.
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Try this link for Mike Yeadon video: odysee.com/@Zignack:8/dr.mike-yeadon-concludes-quot-there-are-no-respi..
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM
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@Mary990,  hi, the Terrain Theory is CORRECT. Its about what you put into your mouth.....put the right things in and your are

Yne, otherwise you will get ill. Hint....don't INJECT anything into your body!
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Is there anything you can think of that would cause a nation’s people to rise up or change its leaders or government or to blame them

for the nation’s ailments? Not having enough food or energy is one. Beware the unhappy or angry ants they may decide the fate of

leaders and their policies. It is unacceptable after how many thousands of years of developing civilization? Are we to go back to

evolution or survival of the Yttest? Is not the aim of creating civilization the survival of the weakest members and freedom? The future

is a backwards leap. One subtle evil is the capturing of the health industry or the creation of reduced wellness through expensive and

suspect health science and pharmaceutical solutions.

Modern medical science has a place where its beneYts outweigh it costs for example restoring limb functions. But in situations where

it does not or creates unwarranted cost then it needs to be challenged. Why? Because the public purse is limited and will be

bankrupted by one industry alone when resources should be spent on other areas and industries not just health. In fact a failed

strategy must be concluded based on results and projections. If I take out the incentive or money what do you notice happens? Take

the antibiotic industry for example and how MD’s are reluctant to use them willy-nilly. Now some common sense and reasoning occurs

because the drug companies see no money in it and so do not attempt to cloud the science or corrupt opinion leaders.

So why are our governments always buying the latest most expensive drugs when cheaper solutions exist and the public’s money

wasted again and again reducing other more worthwhile areas? Tackling the issue may come down to focus on the public purse or a

Treasury issue rather than on any other including saving lives alone by whatever deYnition given. Treasury should be looking at

vaccinated verses unvaccinated and other medical drugs and alternative MD's solutions costs as comparison. Open your books.
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There appears to be an enormous cost involved where they have worked diligently to lengthen the average life span, effectively

replacing the quality of one's life with chronic issues solely to make it only slightly longer.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Bear in mind, that the @ 35% of people who "failed" the Milgram experiments and didn't want to follow "doctor's orders" to continue to

shock screaming people, are the ones who must be exterminated Yrst. Then the rest will be exterminated gradually, as they start to

become victims themselves. Then all that are left are the worst of the psychopaths and those of their slaves who must be tolerated.
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"Arnold Toynbee gives an example of Renaissance technology being effectively encountered and creatively controlled when he shows

how the revival of the decentralized medieval parliament saved English society from the monopoly of centralism that seized the

continent. Lewis Mumford in The City in History tells the strange tale of how the New England town was able to carry out the pattern of

the medieval ideal city because it was able to dispense with walls and to mix town and country. When the technology of a time is

powerfully thrusting in one direction, wisdom may well call for a countervailing thrust." ~Marshall McLuhan
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"I actually have come to the conclusion and I will credit Andrew Carron and his colleagues. I had a really good chat with those guys

early in 2020 and it bothered me etc etc. I realized over time I could no longer maintain my understanding of respiratory viruses as I

thought I knew them. And then I learned a new bit of information recently and it collapsed the possibility that respiratory viruses as

described exist at all. They don't. People do get ill. People have exactly the same illnesses as before...They still have colds, and ou. I

think we don't know what causes them, and their not respiratory viruses." ~Dr. Mike Yeadon, Aug 2022
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Joined On 9/11/2020 5:38:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The planned responses to the planned "next waves" at NOT Science. It is FAKE Science. These people are using "science" as a thinly

veiled subterfuge to gather more and more power and money to themselves.  The Permanent Pandemic Emergency is a logical and

legal monstrosity. In a civilization that considers REAL Science, none of this would be possible.
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Science is a debate. Fact is when the debate ends.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

GLOBOCOP is the "new" ROBOCOP!!!
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Globo is to cap as robo is to cop. It may be a robocap for a globocop. Transhumanism vs nature.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

You have just corroborated every single thought I’ve had on this subject. Thank you Dr. Mercola for all the knowledge you’ve given me

over these past years. I am truly grateful for having my eyes opened.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Great read and dead on in reality. It's palpable in society right now and unless there is an extreme "do not comply movement this will

only get worse since NONE of the originating orchestrators have been removed in the slightest. They are in fact even more brazen now

knowing NO ONE is holding them accountable. Astonishing really when you think about what has transpired since the whu-ou lab

release in CHINA. Not ONE perp and we know who they are!
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I witness the pathology every time I look out my window, go for a ride, go for a walk...everywhere; people wearing the "mask",

restricting their oxygen intake - everywhere they go! There is no logical or justiYable reason for blocking one's breathing apparatus -

especially for extended periods; with a mask that can't possibly block any nano sized particle. It's sheer idiocy! It is the

epitome/deYnition of pathological. If there's any "pandemic" here; it's pandemic of dumbing down the masses! It has obviously been a

total success!
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It's a global (psychiatric) hospital ward.
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Fourcauses, I agree. There used to be a time such behavior would have been legitimate grounds to see a psychiatrist. Diagnosis

... hypochrondriac.
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Fourcauses and Mary; yes - it is totally surreal out there! It's as if someone spiked the global water supply with some chemical

substance, to turn people into delusional paranoid humanoids!
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Monkeypox is the new pandemic. It may be one of the Yrst, but will not be the last. Are you prepared for what may come by winter?

More mandates, lockdowns, restrictions, shortages and inoation? People are already stressed from the previous impositions due to

covid. It will get much worse. Do not expect to be able to buy much or afford much--plan to make do and do things on your own. Yes,

hoping to move ahead on my own projects, get my garden harvested and meat butchered this fall. I have a lot of work still needing to

be done, not only due to "the agenda", but also trying to stay ahead of weather and work while I can. Do what you can and help those

who have been working hard to help themselves. None of us can do everything, but that is no excuse to not do what we can.
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The planned tri valent fall injection is gonna make a LOT of people sick is my suspicion and you know the sheep will line up to

take it
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And after monkeypox look for a "new" strain of polio---remember, most of us have already (in the 50's & 60's) been vaxxed

against the "OLD" one...so they MUST bring out a "NEW" one now!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/6/2022 8:11:21 AM

" Like  # Dislike

 

grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Monkeypox is the new pandemic." That was then, this is now. The virus du jour is polio. [eyeroll]

www.bigissue.com/.../what-is-polio-and-why-is-it-back
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM
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Here in the UK we have full on BBC, trying to persuade the unvaccinated to get vaxed, and even including prime time excerpts from

Anthony Fauci telling us that we must now vaccinate against monkey pox. France has set into motion their undeclared war with the UK

because of Brexit, now oooding us with 60,000 young men via rubber boats across the English channel. Oh! And please, do tell me how

they do not know who supplies the rubber boats and outboard motors, when most likely, the French government agencies; are the

supplier. Or are they trying to tell us that their own security services do not know? Madness rules!
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Hello Chris, have a look at www.ukcolumn.org yesterday. They have a clip on there showing, amongst other things, the

tragckers advertising a sale.
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Wellll Buttersea I guess you will be at the front of the line for the new monkey pox vaccine On a more recent note, our PM Justin

Trudeau in Canada (aka sparkle socks amoung other alieses) showed everyone what will happen if you object too strenuously. Our

system is so centralized Ynancially the govt can easily cut you off from your own money and render you Ynancially helpless and

completely without resources. No long drawn out procedures - stroke of the pen and you no longer have a Ynancial proYle.  I suspect

the US system is more decentralized and this could not happen as easily but some version is likely possible. So when the feds Ygure

out who I am I guess my social capital is going to hell.
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J T is not technocratic by nature, but is a superYcial psychopathic spoilt rich-kid narcissist - a line toeing minion. And he is

leading.
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Hello all, the many who comply, it is because they have been hypnotized through TV and social media. They can"t think or/are unable

to think, clearly. This is a serious problem, as these people act unwittingly as Enablers. Sad!
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Hello all, this post is important.... ussanews.com/2022/08/07/dr-mike-yeadon-respiratory-viruses-dont-exist/ Dr Yeadon

explains why respiratory virus don't exist. As I have thought from the go-get, it was all a fraudulent lie.
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magspress.com/un-declares-war-on-dangerous-conspiracy-theories-the-wor..   and/also www.bitchute.com/.../ZV89ULfKFeAX
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www.organicconsumers.org/news/who-owns-facebook?utm_medium=email&u..  do your own research.;look around....and THNK with

your own head.......is it logical?? always ask question...does this seem logical? does it seem to be possible? what do you GUT feel like

?
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AND..if you have ever studied radio Frequencies and the vast power behind electromagnetic forces IE radio signals or beams

such as the power radiated out from any transmission system radio or TV or radar and there are a million more...some heard of

some unheard of .... Now ask is these vast powers involved with an issue????  and the answer will amaze ya.....
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adding Nichola Tesla's proven facts everything has a frequency that will disrupt it......everything...including life IE you or your pet

of cattle of honey bees or the mosquitoes and even an oxygen molecule...the list is endless as EVERYTHING has a frequency

that will disrupt it.
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